Maintenance
PGC5000 lifecycle services

Services to secure high performance for process control

Measurement made easy

PGC5000 and maintenance plan

Securing uninterrupted data flow with high reliability is crucial to secure and correct process control.

To address this need, ABB has combined a package of services to guarantee quick response services (within an agreed timeframe) and scheduled preventive maintenance services together with professional spare parts / consumables management.

Regardless of the skill of in-house personnel, ABB proposes specialist visits for a complete check of your installed instrumentation base.

Why choose this service?

PGC5000 plays a key role in process control. Reliable data guarantees process uptime with an excellent return on investment.

ABB’s maintenance plan helps to minimize the likelihood of unexpected failure and guarantees prompt reaction when needed.

PGC5000 features remote accessibility. ABB specialists can connect at any time to troubleshoot and provide a product health check remotely.
PGC5000 lifecycle services

benefits

Reduce downtime
• Minimize unplanned stoppages while maximizing revenues

On-call support
• ABB professionals can fix the problem quickly and minimize downtime

Remote connectivity
• ABB specialists are able to connect to the PGC5000 remotely, minimizing travel and expenses costs

Professional
• The support of factory-trained service engineers minimizes downtime

Extend product lifetime
• Maximize your investment

Safety
• Following safe working practices... always!

Figure 1  PGC5000 Installation